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In Norfolk Common Chairs1, published on this site in 2012, typical 

chairs, made primarily in the shop of Joshua Moore, were discussed in 

detail. Moore made chairs in Norfolk from as early as 1806 until at least 

1835.  

 

Figure 1 shows a ubiquitous style of Norfolk common chairs based on 

similar common chairs imported into Norfolk in large quantities from 

the Philadelphia area (Fig. 1, Norfolk common chairs, set of six) (Fig. 2, 

Philadelphia common chair). 
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                      Figure 2 

 

The chairs in Fig. 1 have stiles with flattened fronts, three turned 

spindles, and six turned stretchers. While Norfolk chairs with these 

characteristics are the ones most commonly encountered, Moore also 

produced numerous variations on this theme, such as round turned stiles 

and seven turned stretchers (Fig. 3, Norfolk chair with seven stretchers 

and turned stiles). Occasionally four spindles are found in Moore chair 

backs (See Fig. 14). 



  Figure 3 

 

Keep in mind that with few exceptions, Norfolk common chairs were 

paint decorated (Figs. 4 & 5, Paint decorated Norfolk common chairs). 

The set of six chairs in Fig.1 are an exception. They were never painted. 



 
Figure 4 



  Figure 5 

 



 

Moore made other styles of chairs in his shop besides common chairs. 

An example is a highchair bearing his signature stamp, M.C.Co, in two 

locations on the chair bottom (Fig. 6, Moore highchair) (Fig. 7, Moore 

M.C.Co stamp). M.C.Co stands for Moore Chair Company. This 

highchair is discussed by Alexander Rawles in his 2016 research note 

under Furniture on this website.2  
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This brings us to the main focus of this article, a set of four chairs, 

different in style from the ubiquitous common chairs discussed thus far 

(Fig. 8, Set of four Norfolk{?} chairs) (Fig. 9, Single from set of four). 

  Figure 8 

 

                    Figure 9 



 

While with an entirely different back style, these chairs share several 

similarities with the Norfolk common chairs. They have seven turned 

stretchers with turnings on the front legs and stretchers almost identical 

to those on the chair in Fig. 3. The turnings on the spindles and lower 

stiles also are a close match. 

 

A construction feature that this set of four chairs shares with a large 

number of Norfolk common chairs is how the chair seats were secured 

or dogged to the workbench during shaping. Based on our personal 

experience in actually making chairs, a chair seat generally is secured to 

a workbench by placing it in a frame fastened to the bench. This keeps 

the seat from moving while shaping its top surface. Moore apparently 

used this method as well as employing another. In his shop, seats were 

dogged to the workbench by forcing them onto four spikes or blades set 

into the bench. This method leaves evidence scars in the bottom of the 

seat and is discussed in Norfolk Common Chairs.   

 

The particular dogging method of interest in this study leaves four blade 

marks in the seat bottom. The four chairs in this set each have four blade 

marks in their seat bottoms (Fig. 10, Blade marks). The marks on this set 

of chairs, as well as all Norfolk chairs with blade marks, generally are an 

inch or less in length with the front marks (top marks in Fig. 10) more 

widely spaced than the rear or bottom marks in Fig. 10. 

 

 



 

 
Figure 10 

 

The similarities between this set and other Norfolk chairs should lock 

this set firmly into Moore's shop. If the set carried Moore's signature 

stamp, there would be no further discussion. However, this set does not 

have Moore's stamp, and some could argue that a journeyman in Moore's 

shop could have taken Moore's methods to another area. After all, the 

chair backs certainly are different in style. The need for further evidence 

prompted an analysis of this set along with an assortment of Norfolk 

common chairs, 39 chairs in total bearing blade marks. The comparative 

analysis centers on the spacing of the front and back blade marks on 



each chair. If the set of four chairs is, indeed, Norfolk, their blade marks 

should match those on some other Moore shop chairs. 

 

Over time, wood shrinks across grain. Also, changes in atmospheric 

conditions such as humidity and temperature cause changes in wood. 

Consequently, there was some variance in the spacing of the blade 

marks. Further complicating the spacing measurements were 

construction events including how forcefully the seat was dogged onto 

the blades, how much movement there was in shaping the dogged seat, 

and how many tries it took before the seat was securely fastened or re-

fastened on the blades. Judgements were made concerning these 

conditions when measurements were taken. The front and back spacing 

of the blade marks were measured to the closest 1/16". Even with slight 

variations in measurements, some interesting patterns emerged from this 

analysis. 

 

Of the 39 chairs examined in this study, ten have Moore's M.C.Co 

marks. Of those ten, one has M.C.Co plus GCH marks, and one is 

partially marked CH. The latter probably was M.C.Co plus GCH with 

most of the marks obliterated by scraping (Fig. 11, M.C.Co & GCH 

marks) (Fig. 12, Partial CH mark). GCH most likely was George 

Hendree, although there are questions as to Hendree's middle name and 

no instances are known of Hendree's personal use of a middle initial. 

Hendree was the brother-in-law and business partner of Norfolk 

cabinetmaker, Chester Sully. All of the ten marked chairs have seven 

stretchers. Conversely, not all Norfolk common chairs with seven 



stretchers are marked. There is a total of 22 seven-stretcher chairs in this 

study. The possible significance of Hendree's marks will be discussed 

later in this article. 

 

 
Figure 11 

 

 
Figure 12 



 

In comparing the front and back blade measurements of all the chairs, it 

became obvious that Moore had more than one blade-type, bench-dog 

station in his shop. This should come as no surprise, as Moore was in 

business for at least 29 years in Norfolk and was a prolific chair 

producer. He certainly had several journeymen and apprentices working 

in his shop at any given time. 

 

Based on the spacing analysis, five distinct groups emerged indicating at 

least five different blade, bench-dog stations in Moore's shop. 

 

In the first group, Group A, there are 7 chairs. The front blade spacing 

on these chairs is approximately 6 3/8" with the rear spacing roughly     

4 13/16". Group A contains seven of the ten stamped M.C.Co chairs. 

 

There are ten chairs in Group B. The blade-mark measurements are 

roughly 6 1/4" in the front and 5 1/16" in the rear. There are no M.C.Co 

chairs in this group. 

 

Group C consists of four chairs with front and rear measurements of 

roughly 6 7/16" and 5 1/8" respectively. The CH-stamped chair is in this 

group. Interestingly, Group C contains one of a pair of chairs. The other 

chair of the pair is in Group E.  

 

Fourteen chairs fall within Group D. This is the largest and most 

significant group in our study. It contains two M.C.Co chairs as well as  



 

 

the set of four chairs with different style backs. With the four seats of the 

set sharing the same blade marks as two seats with Moore's M.C.Co 

signature stamp, there is no remaining doubt that the set with the 

different backs was made on the workbench in Moore's Norfolk shop. 

The front and rear spacing measurements of Group D are roughly 7 1/2" 

and 5 1/4". End of story? Not quite. 

 

Group E contains four chairs, including the second chair of the pair 

noted under Group C. There are no M.C.Co-marked chairs in this group. 

The front and rear measurements of Group E are roughly 8 1/8" and       

5 1/16" respectively.  

 

Dating these Norfolk chairs can be a challenge. This subject is discussed 

in detail in Norfolk Common Chairs. While “conventional wisdom" 

suggests an 1830s date for all of them, there is conclusive evidence on a 

set of six decorated chairs that these chairs were being made in Norfolk 

prior to 1821. This fits with Moore's Norfolk years from as early as 1806 

until at least 1835. This date range is illustrated on the late end with the 

set of four with different style backs and on the early end with the 

decorated set (Fig. 13, Crest rail from chair in the later set of four) (See 

Figs. 8 & 9) (Fig. 14, Chair from early set of six). 

 



 
Figure 13 

 

                 Figure 14 

 



 

 

The final question to be addressed in this article is why are other names 

or initials on some of Moore's chairs? The most plausible answer is 

Moore was making chairs for other retail merchants and organizations in 

addition to making chairs for sale in his own shop. 

 

As previously noted, the GCH and CH stamps on two Moore chairs 

likely represent George Hendree, brother-in-law and business partner of 

Norfolk cabinetmaker and furniture retailer, Chester Sully (See Figs. 11 

& 12). Sully and Hendree expanded their operation to Edenton, NC and 

Richmond, where Hendree later maintained his own cabinet shop.  

 

There is solid evidence of an earlier relationship between Moore and 

Sully. This takes us back to the early decorated set of six chairs 

discussed above and in Norfolk Common Chairs (See Fig. 14).  

 

The seat bottoms of three of these chairs are inscribed in chalk Solly 

(sic) for Chester Sully (Fig. 15, Solly inscription). 

 

The seats of two others are inscribed Drevere (sic) for Norfolk furniture 

decorator, Abraham DeRevere (Fig. 16, Drevere inscription).  

 



 
Figure 15 

 

 

 
Figure 16 

 



Chester Sully and Abraham DeRevere are discussed in detail in 

Classical Norfolk Furniture 1810 - 1840.3 Inscriptions such as these are 

consistent with shipping instructions. As such, this set of Joshua Moore 

chairs was sent first to DeRevere for decoration and then to Sully for 

sale. Both Sully and DeRevere had separately departed Norfolk by 1821. 

Consequently, these chairs had to have been produced prior to 1821.  

 

The two Moore chairs with the GCH and CH stamps likely were from 

sets of chairs made by Moore and shipped to Hendree in Richmond for 

sale in his shop. Apparently, enough chairs went to Hendree to justify a 

shipping stamp in Moore's shop. 

 

In 2007, a set of six Norfolk common chairs was offered for sale on 

eBAY. These chairs were paint inscribed on the seat bottoms St. Peters. 

St. Peters Church is in New Kent County, VA, near Richmond. The 

inscriptions would indicate that Moore was commissioned to make a 

number of chairs for the church and ship them from Norfolk. 

 

It is obvious that Moore was doing business well beyond the Norfolk 

area. 

 

The impetus for this article was to assess the possibility that the set of 

four chairs with the different style backs were products of Moore's 

Norfolk shop (See Figs. 8 & 9). They, indeed, were made by Moore 

along with his ubiquitous Norfolk common chairs. 

 



In studying the crest rail on the one stripped chair in the set of four, two 

features become apparent (See Fig. 13). First, the shape of the crest rail 

is not in the style of other Norfolk chairs. It is, however, more akin to 

what was in vogue in the 1830s farther west in Virginia's Shenandoah 

Valley and in more northern areas. The later style of these four Norfolk 

chairs still fits within Moore's dates. Second, there is remaining evidence 

of painted pinwheel decorations that appear to be original. Again, this 

motif would not be expected on other Norfolk chairs (See Figs. 4, 5, & 

14), but it is quite common on Valley and Pennsylvania decorative arts 

and architecture. Knowing that Moore was shipping chairs to customers 

outside of the Norfolk area and that these chairs were produced in his 

shop, it is not unreasonable to conclude that Moore was commissioned 

to build these chairs in a different style and ship them, unpainted, to a 

customer in the Shenandoah Valley for local decoration and sale. 

Obviously, this observation is subject to change if additional chairs of 

this style emerge with local Norfolk provenances. Interestingly, this set 

of chairs was offered at an onsite farm auction in 2012 in Fulks Run, 

Rockingham County, VA, in the Shenandoah Valley. 

 

There is another possibility to consider on how Moore chairs could reach 

diverse areas well away from Norfolk. Was Moore building quantities of 

chairs in various styles on speculation and shipping them as venture 

cargo for sale in other markets? There is some limited evidence that this 

might be the case, but additional evidence is needed for this argument to 

be more convincing. This would be an excellent subject for a future 

article on Norfolk chairs. 



 

Clearly, observing overall form, decorative elements, and any 

inscriptions is important in evaluating Norfolk chairs. However, 

studying and evaluating constructions details often can be more 

productive. In this study, the construction details told the story about the 

set of four, different style, Norfolk chairs from Moore's shop. 
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